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1)The average number of police officers in attendance inside The Hawthorns Stadium  during football 

games over the  past three seasons - per season and in a match day. 

In 2016-2017 season there were approximately 788 officers used on matches at the Hawthorns, 

based on the number of fixtures this breaks down to 41 officers per match. 

In 2015-2016 season there were approximately 1148 officers used on matches at the 

Hawthorns, based on the number of fixtures this breaks down to  57 officers per match. 

In 2014-2015 season there were approximately 1157 officers used on matches at the 

Hawthorns, based on the number of fixtures this breaks down to 60 officers per match. 

2)The number of arrests per game in the West Bromwich area in full but if possible only football 

related incidents in the past three football seasons.  If this is also too vague then consider only arrests 

that took place in Hawthorns Stadium during football games.  

In 2016-2017 there were 34 arrests in total at fixtures at the Hawthorns. 

In 2015-2016 there were 28 arrests in total at fixtures at the Hawthorns. 

In 2014-2015 there were 31 arrests in total at fixtures at the Hawthorns. 

3. The number of times police has been called in the area of The Hawthorns Stadium during a match 

day.  When I say police have been called I want the number of incidents.  

The police are present at the Hawthorns for every fixture. 

4)The average cost per game and per season for policing both inside The Hawthorns Stadium and 

outside the ground over the past three seasons overall and during a match day. 

Inside the Ground 
 
Football clubs are currently legally obliged to pay for the policing on their “footprint”, usually inside the 
stadium and surrounding car parks.  Therefore the cost of policing inside the ground is held as West 
Midlands Police recover the costs from the relevant club.  The average costs over these three 
seasons is £111,526 per season. 
 
The cost per game for these three season is  
 
2016/17 - £6964 
 
2015/16 - £5711 
 
2014/15 - £3482 
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Outside the Ground 
 
No information held - The provision of “consequential policing” outside a football match, for example 
at a railway station or in the city centre, is currently the responsibility of the police. This includes any 
costs of such policing. These costs however, except for subsistence, are not separately recorded and 
are therefore not identified. Policing hours are not, in the main, separately collated and are therefore 
not separately identifiable. 
 


